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Abstract:
With autonomous maritime systems, both surface and underwater, now mature technologically, the research focus is changing
to multi-platform coordination and cooperation to achieve persistence, robustness to individual platform failures and improved
mission execution, both in terms of timelines but also in terms of the quality of the intelligence gathered. It is also clear that
marine drones will shortly be applied to many more applications than the current confines of mine counter measures in the
military, data gathering and inspection in the ocean science and off-shore domains. Border security, search and rescue, light
intervention and long term monitoring of the ocean will all become areas of growth.
As Chairman of CONSEQUENTIAL ROBOTICS, in the talk he would also introduce the Miro companion robot and the care
free home system - affluent baby boomers scale down and trade up their home living environment when they become elderly
and need support. We're building a developer community for Miro.
Finally he can also talk generically about some of the work going on in the Edinburgh Centre for Robotics (of which he is the
founding Director) with humanoids e.g. NASA Valkyrie.
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